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Elastic collisions with relativistic electrons from the blazar’s jet can accelerate dark matter (DM)
particles in the DM spike surrounding the supermassive black hole at its center. This can allow one
to set stringent limits on the DM-electron scattering cross section (σ̄eχ) for DM masses less than
100 MeV. We consider DM particles boosted by energetic electrons in the jets of the blazars TXS
0506+056 and BL Lacertae. Both vector and scalar mediators for the scattering of electron and
electrophilic fermionic DM are studied. We highlight that the ensuing energy dependence of the
S-matrix for the corresponding Lorentz structure of the vertex significantly modifies the constraints.
We find that the revised exclusion limits are orders of magnitude stronger than the equivalent results
for the simple constant cross section assumption. Our limits are also assessed for the less cuspy spike.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Cold Dark Matter (CDM) provides a compelling
explanation for a broad range of observations, including
rotation curves in spiral galaxies, gravitational micro-
lensing, cluster collisions (the Bullet Cluster), and tem-
perature anisotropy in the spectrum of cosmic mi-
crowave background radiation. To that end, a variety
of particle physics models predict a feeble interaction
between SM and DM, which can be investigated us-
ing Direct detection (DD) experiments. The DD ex-
periments identify the nuclear or electronic recoils pro-
duced by the scattering between DM and the detec-
tor’s (target) nuclei or electrons. The average veloc-
ity of DM particles in the solar vicinity, however, re-
stricts the amount of energy that may be deposited in
a detector. For example: detectors like Xenon1T can
detect DM mass mχ ∼ O(1 MeV), corresponding to
electronic recoil of ∼ O(1 keV) [1]. The neutrino detec-
tors like Super-K are sensitive to recoil energy thresh-
old of ∼ O(1 MeV) [2, 3] leading to the smallest ac-
cessible DM mass of O(1 GeV) 1. Thus, these detec-
tors appear to have a limited range for detecting lighter
DM particles. Since these observations have been un-
favourable towards confirmed detection of DM, it is crit-
ical to develop methods for probing the sub-GeV/MeV
mass range.

The reach of these experiments has been extended to
DM masses well below 1 GeV in recent years, thanks to
the novel idea of boosting the halo DM through its inter-
action with the SM particles via cosmic rays [7–24], pri-
mordial black holes [25, 26], diffuse Supernova Neutrino
Background (DSNB) [14–18], and blazars [27, 28].Even
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1 Fermionic DM absorption models [4–6] allow Xenon1T and
Super-K to probe masses down to ∼ O(10 keV) and ∼
O(1 MeV) respectively

though the boosted DM flux is substantial and DM par-
ticles are (semi)relativistic, the population of the up-
scattered subcomponent of DM is significantly lower
than the galactic DM population. Hence sensitivity for
boosted DM is achieved at cross sections much larger
than unboosted scenario.

In this paper, we consider the blazar boosted DM,
which was proposed in Ref. [27, 28] in the context of
fermionic DM. The presence of a supermassive Black
Hole (BH) at the blazar center, which provides a dense
DM population compensates for the blazar’s large dis-
tance from Earth by producing DM flux that is stronger
than that from galactic CRs. The existing literature,
however, assumes that DM interaction cross-sections are
independent of DM energy. Although this simple as-
sumption makes calculations easier, it’s not physically
realistic. It would also be an incorrect approximation
to make, notably in scenarios where a significant DM
flux becomes relativistic after being scattered by en-
ergetic particles. Some of the previously mentioned
works [11, 20–22, 29] for cosmic ray boosted DM, have
already discovered that the limits for energy-dependent
cross-section differ by orders of magnitude from those
obtained under the assumption of a constant cross sec-
tion.

The notion of an energy-dependent scattering cross-
section is thus primarily investigated in the present work
by taking into account electrophilic fermionic DM that
has been boosted by energetic electrons from blazars.
To constrain the scattering cross-section, we use elec-
tron recoil measurements in Super-Kamiokande. This
work is organized as follows. We discuss the spectrum
of energetic particles in the blazar jets in Section II, and
describe DM density profiles in Section III. In Section
IV, we estimate the Blazar boosted DM (BBDM) flux
and compute the event rate. In Section V, we present
simplified DM models. We present the main results of
our paper in Section VI, i.e., the energy dependent ex-
clusion bound from BBDM-electron scattering, and in
Section VII, we summarize and conclude.
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II. BLAZAR JET SPECTRUM

Blazars are characterized by a non-thermal spectral
energy distribution (SED). This spectrum has a low en-
ergy peak in the infra-red or X-ray region, which has
been accepted to be due to synchrotron emission of elec-
trons in the jet [30]. Another peak at γ-ray frequencies
could be due to highly relativistic protons [31–35], as
motivated by the recent IceCube detection [36–38] of a
high energy neutrino from TXS 0506+056 blazar. Since
DM considered in this work is electrophilic, at tree level
it can only interact with electrons. Therefore, we are
only concerned with the blazar jets’ electron spectrum.

We follow the procedure laid out in Ref. [27, 28] to
compute the spectrum of the energetic electrons in the
blazar jets, assuming “Blob geometry” model [39]. In
this model, the energetic particles in the blazar jets
move isotropically in a “blob” frame, as the blob tra-
verses outwards along the jet axis. The Lorentz boost
factor of the blob is given by ΓB = (1− β2

B)−1/2, where
βB is the blob’s propagation speed. The inclination of
the jet axis with respect to the line of sight (LOS) is
taken to be θLOS.

In the blob frame, the energetic electrons follow a
power law distribution with a high and a low energy
cutoff (γ′max,e and γ′min,e respectively). This spectrum
can then be frame transformed to the observer’s rest
frame (for details of the derivation, see [27]), given by :

dΓe
dTedΩ

=
ce
4π

Γ−αeB

(
1 +

Te
me

)−αe
× βe(1− βeβBµ)−αe√

(1− βeβBµ)
2 − (1− β2

e ) (1− β2
B)

(1)

where me and Te are the mass and kinetic en-
ergy of the electron respectively. The speed of the

electrons is given by βe =
(
1−m2

e/(Te +me)
2
)1/2

.
The doppler factor for the blob frame is D =
(ΓB(1− βB cos θLOS))

−1
. αe is the power index of the

electron spectrum in the blob frame. µ is the cosine of
the angle between direction of the electron’s motion and
the jet axis. It is related to the scattering angle in the
blob frame (µ̄s) by [7, 27] :

µ(µ̄s, φs) = µ̄s cos θLOS + sinφs sin θLOS

√
1− µ̄2

s (2)

where φs is the azimuth with respect to the LOS. µ̄s
is related to the kinetic energy of the blazar jet electron
and the kinetic energy (Tχ) transferred to the DM, as
follows :

µ̄s(Te, Tχ) =

[
1 +

Tmax
χ − Tχ
Tχ

(me +mχ)2 + 2mχTe
(Te +me +mχ)2

]−1/2
(3)

Now, ce is a normalisation constant which is deter-
mined from the blazar jet electron luminosity (Le),
where the latter depends on ce as [27, 40] :

Le = cem
2
eΓ

2
B

∫ γ′max,e

γ′min,e

(γ′e)
1−αe dγ′e , (4)

and thus ce is simply given by :

ce =
Le

m2
eΓ

2
B

×


(2− αe) /

[(
γ′max,e

)2−αe − (γ′min,e

)2−αe]
if αe 6= 2 ;

1/ log
(
γ′max,e/γ

′
min,e

)
if αe = 2.

(5)

The parameters γ′min,e, γ
′
max,e, αe, Le and D are fitted

to the SED of a blazar. The doppler factor is assumed
to be either 2ΓB or ΓB . These two cases correspond to
TXS 0506+056 (θLOS = 0) and BL Lacertae (θLOS ∼
3.82◦). All the parameters required to find the blazar
jet spectrum of TXS 0506+056 and BL Lacertae, along
with the blazar redshift and luminosity distance (dL) are
mentioned in Table I. The electron spectrum is plotted
in Fig. 1.

III. DM DENSITY PROFILE

N-body simulations and observations are not sensitive
at subparsec sizes, thus the DM distribution near Galac-

tic center is not well known. The central supermassive
black hole (SMBH) can have a considerable impact on
DM density if the SMBH grows adiabatically, i.e., on
a timescale much longer than its dynamical timescale.
The DM density in a region corresponding to the sphere
of gravitational influence of the black hole (BH) is ex-
pected to be significantly enhanced [42]. This results
in a morphological feature known as a DM spike, which
corresponds to a DM profile with a power law scaling
ρ(r) ∝ r−γsp [42]. Here γsp = 9−2γ

4−γ commonly ranges

from 2.25 to 2.5, depending on the slope of the ini-
tial DM halo distribution, γ. In this work, we assume
the initial central DM profile is Navarro-Frenk-White,
γ = 1. Also, for DM annihilating with cross-section
〈σv〉ann., the innermost region of the DM spike is de-
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Parameter TXS 0506+056 BL Lacertae

Redshift 0.337 0.069
dL 1835.4 Mpc 322.7 Mpc
MBH 3.09 × 108 M� 8.65 × 107 M�
ΓB 20 15
θLOS 0◦ 3.82◦

αe 2 3.5(
γ′min,e, γ

′
max,e

)
(500, 1.3 × 104) (700, 1.5 × 104)

Le (erg/s) 1.32 × 1044 8.7 × 1042

TABLE I: Model parameters for TXS 0506+056 [32] and
BL Lacertae blazars [41].

FIG. 1: The electron spectrum in the observer’s frame is
plotted above, for the blazars TXS 0506+056 (solid lines)

and BL Lacertae (dashed lines). The spectrum is shown for
two different polar angles : θ = 0◦ (in red), θ = 10◦

(purple). For larger kinetic energies (Te & 10 GeV), the
electron flux from TXS 0506+056 blazar exceeds the flux

from BL Lacertae.

pleted because DM particles annihilate efficiently on ac-
count of high DM density, leading to an “annihilation
plateau” density given by

ρsat =
mχ

〈σv〉ann.tBH
, (6)

where tBH ∼ 109 yrs [28] is the age of the BH. The DM
density profile in such a spike is given by

ρ(r) =


0 r < 4RS
ρsat 4RS ≤ r < Rsat

N1r
−γsp Rsat ≤ r < Rsp

N2r
−γ r ≥ Rsp

, (7)

where RS = 2GM/c2 is the Schwarzchild radius of the
BH, Rsp = 105Rs is the radius of the spike [40] and
ρ(r) goes to zero in the region r < 4Rs due to DM
particles being captured by the SMBH. The saturation
density ρsat and the saturation radius Rsat are related
by the equality ρ(Rsat) = ρsat. In this work, the nor-
malization N1 of ρ is determined by observing that the

mass of the spike is of the same order as MBH within
the spike radius [43] and N2 is determined by observ-
ing the continuity of the profile at Rsp. However, this
choice of normalisation (N1) is only an optimistic upper
limit, and there could be way less DM close to the BH.
We show, in Appendix :A, how the main results of our
work (i.e. the exclusion limits in Figs. 5,6 ) scale for the
choice of different normalisations N1.

For a pre-existent DM halo with γ = 1, the final DM
profile near BH corresponds to γsp = 7/3. A more re-
alistic model was obtained in Ref. [44], where the time-
evolution of dark matter distribution was investigated
on sub-parsec scales. This implied softening of the DM
density spike, due to scattering of DM by stars and cap-
ture of DM particles by the SMBH, dampening it to
γsp = 3/2. Thus, in this work, we consider both the
DM profile parameters γsp = 7/3 and γsp = 3/2 along
with two extreme values of 〈σv〉ann.. We define these as

Profile 1: ρ(Rsat ≤ r < Rsp) = N1r
−7/3

Profile 2: ρ(Rsat ≤ r < Rsp) = N1r
−3/2.

It should be noted that the formation of DM spike can
be influenced by various factors, including mergers with
other galaxies and the distance between the BH and the
Galactic center [43, 44]. While some of these uncertain-
ties have been addressed in studies of the formation of
the DM spike in the Milky Way, no such studies exist
for the galaxy considered in our paper. Therefore, we
provide a preliminary analysis of the potential effects of
DM close to a BH in a galactic center.

For each of these profiles, the two benchmark points
(BMPs) are defined as:

BMP 1: No DM annihilation, i.e., 〈σv〉ann.|tot =
0. Here, we assume that the DM annihilation is
forbidden by some symmetry.

BMP 2: 〈σv〉ann.|tot = 3× 10−26 cm3s−1, thermal
relic cross-section.

Another quantity relevant to the computation of the
BBDM flux is the line of sight (LOS) integral of DM
density around the blazar. This provides a measure of
the number of DM particles being boosted by the blazar.
At a certain distance r from the blazar, it is defined as

ΣLOS(r) =

∫ r

rmin

ρ(r′)dr′ (8)

where rmin is the distance from the SMBH from where
the blazar jet starts. To get a measure of all boosted DM
particles, we want the LOS integral at large distances
(r >> 105RS), and we define Σtot

LOS = ΣLOS(r >>
105RS).

In this work, we will study BBDM flux from TXS
0506+056 and BL Lacertae, and for these blazars, rmin

lies within 100RS [32, 40, 41]. We take rmin = 4RS ,
noting that Σtot

LOS is independent of choice of rmin for
models which allow for DM pair annihilation. For no
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DM annihilation, Σtot
LOS decreases by an order of magni-

tude when rmin is changed to 100RS .

The DM density and L.O.S. integral profiles are plot-
ted in Fig 2 for two benchmark points. For both DM
density profiles, BMP1 yields a larger spike and a larger
LOS integral (Σtot

LOS). This results in a larger BBDM
flux and consequently a stronger exclusion bound on
DM-electron interaction cross section. Hence, one can
expect models with no DM annihilation to yield bet-
ter bounds. Moreover, even though the LOS integral
for the idealistic spike (Profile 1) is very large and thus
results in substantial BBDM flux, the more realistic pro-
file (Profile 2) with a softer spike would lead to a much
smaller LOS integral, and hence a much weaker exclu-
sion bound.

(a) DM Density Profile

(b) LOS integral profile

FIG. 2: The profiles of ρDM (Fig. 2a) and ΣDM (Fig. 2b)
are plotted above for TXS 0506+056 blazar parameters.
The DM mass chosen for these figures is mχ = 1 MeV.

Profile 1 (red) and Profile 2 (blue) are plotted for BMP 1
(solid curve) and BMP 2 (dashed curve). BL Lacertae, on
the other hand, is less massive than TXS 0506+056, and

yields a larger spike (for BMP1) at a smaller distance from
the BH (See text for more details).

IV. BLAZAR BOOSTED DARK MATTER
FLUX AND EVENT RATE

DM particles are boosted via elastic collisions with
the relativistic electrons in the blazar jet. The DM dif-
ferential flux resulting out of collision with the electrons
is obtained as follows :

dφχ
dTχ

=
Σtot

DM

2πmχd2L

∫ 2π

0

dφs

∫ Tmax
e (Tχ,φs)

Tmin
e (Tχ,φs)

dTe

×dσχe
dTχ

dΓe
dTedΩ

, (9)

where σχe is the DM-electron interaction cross section.
The integration over φs becomes trivial in case of TXS
0506+056, where the system is symmetric about LOS,
and we can simply set µ = µ̄s (from Eqn. (2)).

The maximal kinetic energy of the blazar
jet electrons along LOS is given by Tmax

e,jet =

me

(
γ′max,e Γ−1B (1− βB cos θLOS)−1 − 1

)
. This is

set as the upper bound of the integral on Te in
Eqn. (9). The lower bound is set by the minimum
kinetic energy required for scattering, given by

Tmin
e =

(
Tχ
2
−me

)[
1±

√
1 +

2Tχ(me +mχ)2

mχ(Tχ − 2me)2

]
,(10)

with + and − applicable for Tχ > 2me and Tχ <
2me respectively. However, the kinetic energy of the
slowest electrons in the blazar jets could be larger
than Tmin

e . In such a case, the kinetic energy of the
least energetic electron in the jet, given by Tmin

e,jet =

me

(
γ′min,e Γ−1B (1− βB cos θLOS)−1 − 1

)
, sets the lower

bound of the integral in Eqn. (9).
The differential cross section ( dσχe/dTχ ) of the DM-

blazar jet electron interaction is given by,

dσχe
dTχ

=
|M|2

16πse

1

Tmax
χ

(11)

where M is the interaction matrix element, a function
of Tχ and Te. se is the centre of momentum energy for
the electron-DM collision given by :

se = (mχ +me)
2

+ 2mχTe , (12)

and Tmax
χ is the maximum kinetic energy that can be

imparted to a DM particle by a blazar jet electron of
energy Te is given by :

Tmax
χ =

T 2
e + 2meTe

Te + (me +mχ)
2
/ (2mχ)

(13)

TXS 0506+056 blazar is more massive as compared
to BL Lacertae. Keeping this in mind allows us to qual-
itatively compare the DM density spikes and LOS inte-
grals from these two blazars. For BMP1, the normal-
isation factor N1 of the density profile is proportional

to M
1/3
BH for Profile 1, while for Profile 2, N1 is pro-

portional to M
−1/2
BH . The LOS values for both profiles
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vary as M−1BH, hence BL Lac yields a larger spike as
well as a larger LOS value for BMP1. However, for
BMP2, most of the DM density profile is determined by
ρsat, which is independent of MBH. The LOS values of
the two blazars are thus not significantly different for
BMP2. TXS 0506+056 is also further away from us as
compared to BL Lacertae. Overall, the contribution to
the DM flux coming from the factors (ΣLOS/d

2
L) outside

the integrals in Eqn. (9) is expected to be significantly
larger for BL Lacertae than TXS 0506+056.

Inspite of this, we note in Figs. 3 and 4 that the flux
of DM particles boosted by TXS 0506+056 is larger
than the BBDM flux of BL Lacertae, for more energetic
DM particles (Tχ & 10 GeV). This is because, the ki-
netic energy range of the electron responsible for boost-
ing the DM particle to energies greater than 10 GeV is
roughly Te & 10 GeV. For this energy range, the elec-
tron spectrum in TXS blazar is larger than that of BL
Lac (Fig. 1). As a result of this, we expect stronger
bounds to arise from TXS blazar.

The obtained boosted DM flux will yield the following
rate of electron recoil events in Super-K

dR

dER
= ℵ

∫ ∞
Tmin
χ

dTχ
dφχ
dTχ

dσχe
dER

(14)

where ℵ = 7.5× 1033 is the effective number of target
electrons in Super-K [3], and dσχe/dER is the differen-
tial DM-target electron interaction cross section, given
by

dσχe
dER

=
|M|2

16πsχ

1

Emax
R

(15)

where sχ is centre of momentum energy for the DM-
target electron collision which can be obtained from
Eqn. (12) under the substitution : mχ ↔ me and
Te → Tχ . Emax

R is the maximum possible recoil in the
detector, that can be imparted by a DM particle with
kinetic energy Tχ, and can be obtained from Eqn. (13)
with the appropriate substitutions mentioned before.

To get total number of expected recoil events (Neχ)
in a certain energy bin, Eqn. (14) needs to be integrated
over ER, as follows

Neχ = ℵ Texp
∫ ER,max

ER,min

dER

∫ ∞
Tmin
χ

dTχ
dφχ
dTχ

dσχe
dER

(16)

where Texp = 2628.1 days is the exposure time [3], and
[ER,min, ER,max] is the recoil energy range of each bin.

V. SIMPLIFIED DM MODEL

We assume that a fermionic DM particle χ, of mass
mχ, only interacts with electrons. This scenario is pos-
sible in several leptophilic particle DM models [45–54].
Additionally, the electron-DM interaction is mediated
by a scalar or vector particle, given as

L = gχφφχ̄χ+ geφφēe or (17)

= gχA′A
′
µχ̄γ

µχ+ geA′A
′
µēγ

µe (18)

(a) BBDM flux for heavy mediator scenario

(b) BBDM flux for light mediator scenario

FIG. 3: Flux of DM particles, boosted by energetic
electrons in the jets of TXS 0506+056 blazar, is plotted

above, for heavy (3a) and light (3b) mediators. The
parameters chosen for the above plots are σ̄eχ = 10−30 cm2

and BMP1. The vector and the scalar mediator cases have
been plotted in solid and dashed lines respectively. For

comparision, DM flux for constant cross section scenario
have also been plotted in dotted lines. Two DM masses

have been considered, mχ = 1 keV (plotted in black) and
mχ = 1 MeV (plotted in red) for DM density Profile 1 (i.e.
γsp = 7/3). To avoid overcrowding, only vector mediator

case is considered for Profile 2 (i.e. γsp = 3/2), and BBDM
flux is plotted (in blue) corresponding to DM mass

mχ = 1 MeV. Clearly, Profile 2 yields a smaller BBDM
flux as compared to Profile 1.

For simplicity, we will drop A′ and φ from subscripts in
the coupling constants such that gχ (ge) is the coupling
constant of the dark mediator to the DM particle (elec-
tron). Next, we provide the differential cross-section for
different operators and inspect the effect of the Lorentz
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(a) BBDM flux for heavy mediator scenario

(b) BBDM flux for light mediator scenario

FIG. 4: Flux of DM particles, boosted by energetic
electrons in the jets of BL Lacertae blazar, is plotted above,

for heavy (4a) and light (4b) mediators. The parameters
chosen for the above plots are σ̄eχ = 10−30 cm2 and BMP1.
The vector and the scalar mediator cases have been plotted

in solid and dashed lines respectively. For comparision, DM
flux for constant cross section scenario have also been

plotted in dotted lines. Two DM masses have been
considered, mχ = 1 keV (plotted in black) and mχ = 1 MeV

(plotted in red) for DM density Profile 1 (i.e. γsp = 7/3).
To avoid overcrowding, only vector mediator case is

considered for Profile 2 (i.e. γsp = 3/2), and BBDM flux is
plotted (in blue) corresponding to DM mass mχ = 1 MeV.
Clearly, Profile 2 yields a smaller BBDM flux as compared

to Profile 1.

structure. For that, we define the following quantities :

M2 =
16g2eg

2
χm

2
em

2
χ

(q2ref −m2
i )

2 (19)

σ̄eχ =
µ2
χe

16πm2
em

2
χ

M2 (20)

where qref = αme is the reference momentum trans-
ferred. Here mi is the mass of the dark mediator

(i = A′, φ for vector, scalar mediator) and µeχ is the
reduced mass of the DM-electron system. We also de-
fine a form factor,

F 2
DM(q2) = |M|2/M2 (21)

This factor contains the energy dependence arising in
the differential cross section dσχe/dTχ due to the blazar
jet electrons boosting the DM particles and the Lorentz
structure of the interaction. The explicit form of FDM

depends on the model of DM and mediator considered.
A similar form factor, Frec, contains the energy depen-

dence in the differential cross section dσχe/dER arising
due to the interaction of relativistic DM particles with
the electrons in Super-K, and can be obtained from the
form factor FDM of Eqn. (21) by making the substitu-
tions : me ↔ mχ, Tχ → ER and Te → Tχ.

Hence the differential cross sections, dσχe/dTχ and
dσχe/dER, relevant in the DM-blazar jet electron scat-
tering and DM scattering at the detector end respec-
tively, are given by :

dσχe
dTχ

= σ̄eχ
m2
em

2
χ

µ2
eχ

F 2
DM(q2)

sCRTmax
χ

(22)

and,

dσχe
dER

= σ̄eχ
m2
em

2
χ

µ2
eχ

F 2
rec(q

2)

sχEmax
R

(23)

Under the energy independent approximation for the
cross section, the differential cross section would simply
be :

dσχe
dTχ

=
σ̄eχ
Tmax
χ

,
dσχe
dER

=
σ̄eχ
Emax
R

(24)

A. Scalar Mediator

Considering a scalar mediator (denoted as φ), one can
calculate F 2

DM for the interaction between electrons in
blazar jets and non-relativistic DM, using Eqn. (21) to
obtain

F 2
DM(q) =

(
q2ref −m2

φ

)2
(
q2 −m2

φ

)2 (2mχ + Tχ)
(
2m2

e +mχTχ
)

4mχm2
e

(25)
The differential cross section (dσχe/dTχ) w.r.t. the

DM energy (Tχ), is :

dσχe
dTχ

= σ̃eχ
(q2ref −m2

φ)2

(q2 −m2
φ)2

{
mχ

4µ2
eχ

(2mχ + Tχ)
(
2m2

e +mχTχ
)

sCRTmax
χ

}
(26)

The form factor Frec and the differential cross-section
w.r.t. the recoil energy of the detector (dσχe/dER) are
obtained from Eqn. (25) and Eqn. (26) by performing
the substitutions prescribed in the previous section, viz.
me ↔ mχ, Tχ → ER, Te → Tχ, se → sχ .
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B. Vector Mediator

Using a similar treatment for the vector mediator (de-
noted by A′), we find that

F 2
DM(q2) =

(
q2ref −m2

A′

)2
(q2 −m2

A′)
2

1

2mχm2
e

(
2mχ (me + Te)

2−

Tχ

{
(me +mχ)

2
+ 2mχTe

}
+mχT

2
χ

)
(27)

and,

dσχe
dTχ

= σ̄eχ

(
q2ref −m2

A′

)2
(q2 −m2

A′)
2

mχ

2µ2
eχsCRTmax

χ

{
2mχ(me + Te)

2

−Tχ{(me +mχ)2 + 2mχTe}+mχT
2
χ

}
(28)

VI. RESULTS

The effect of including energy dependence in DM-
electron interaction can be seen from the BBDM flux
plots, given in Figs. 3 and 4. Profile 1 of DM density
clearly gives larger BBDM flux as compared to Pro-
file 2, as expected from larger DM spike for profile 1
shown in Fig. 2 in Section III. For DM to register event
at Super-K, kinetic energies greater than ∼ 0.1 GeV
are relevant. In this energy range, the heavy media-
tor scenario gives much larger BBDM flux as compared
to the constant cross section case, while on the other
hand, the light mediator regime yields a much smaller
BBDM flux. From this, we expect the exclusion limit
on DM-electron interaction, arising from light mediator
regime, to be extremely weak. Since the vector medi-
ator case gives slightly larger BBDM flux as compared
to the scalar mediator scenario, we hope for moderately
better bounds from vector mediators. Also, since for
any given DM Profile or BMP, the BBDM flux is larger
for smaller mass DM particles, we can expect bounds
to grow stronger for lighter DM particle. Finally, the
BBDM flux plots terminate at a certain value of Tχ
because the blazar jet electrons boosting the DM par-
ticles have an upper cutoff on their energies (for TXS
0506+056 jets, Tmax

e,jet ∼ 260 GeV and for BL Lacertae

jets, Tmax
e,jet ∼ 225 GeV).

Taking into account the signal efficiency of each recoil
bin (εsig), the exclusion limit on σ̄eχ is obtained by

Neχεsig < NB, (29)

where Neχ, obtained from Eqn. (16), is the number of
expected recoil events arising out of collision of target
electron with DM particles boosted by the blazars. NB

(B = TXS,BL for TXS 0506+056 and BL Lacertae) are
the 95% CL upper limits on number of events from the
blazars.

Three energy bins were considered in the analysis re-
leased by Super-K collaboration [3]. The total num-
ber of events, the Monte Carlo simulation of the back-
ground, signal efficiency and spatial distribution of

events were provided for each bin. One can use this
data to select signals from a certain “searching cone” in
the direction of the blazar. This removes the majority
of the background from the data, increasing sensitivity.
The selected signal is then used in the standard Poisson
method [55] to yield 95% CL upper limit on expected
number of events (NB) for each of the three bins. This
analysis was performed by the authors of Ref. [28], and
we use their results (i.e. NB), summarised in Table II.
(For details of the analysis, see [3, 9, 10, 28]). This gives
us all the numbers relevant to finding exclusion limits
on σ̄eχ using Eqn. (29).

Bins ER(GeV) εsig NTXS NBL

Bin 1 (0.1, 1.33) 93.0% 19.39 17.27
Bin 2 (1.33, 20) 91.3% 3.42 6.27
Bin 3 (20, 103) 81.1% 2.98 2.98

TABLE II: Signal efficiency (εsig) and 95% CL upper
limits on number of events (NTXS and NBL) from the
blazars, provided for the three recoil bins of Super-K.

Super-K is located deep underground to reduce
background. As a result, the DM flux entering the de-
tector is significantly attenuated, primarily as a result of
its interaction with electrons on the Earth’s surface, and
this gives rise to the attenuation bound in the exclusion
plot. We provide an approximation of the attenuation
bound, which is the cross section for which the DM par-
ticle with Tχ ∼ 10 GeV can impart the threshold recoil
energy in the detector. For this, we solve the following
equation to calculate the energy (Tr) lost by the DM

dTχ
dx

= −
∑
T

nT

∫ Tmax
r

0

dσ

dTr
TrdTr (30)

and estimate σ̄eχ so that kinetic energy of the DM parti-
cle at depth z, denoted by T zχ , is the detector threshold
Eth (we consider Eth = 100 MeV corresponding to Bin
1), for an initial kinetic energy Tχ,in ∼ 10 GeV. The
area bounded by the attenuation bound and the exclu-
sion bound is ruled out by our analysis. In this work, we
limit ourselves to elastic scattering and ignore backscat-
tering of light DM particles into the atmosphere. Note
that the attenuation limits exist only for the heavy me-
diators and this may also vary once a more elaborate
study is performed, which we leave for future work.

The exclusion bound arising from Super-K data is
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 in the heavy mediator regime
for scalar and vector operators. Taking energy depen-
dence into account, the exclusion bound is significantly
different compared to the bound obtained from constant
cross section assumption. BMP1 sets a stronger bound
as compared to BMP2, and DM density Profile 1 yields
a better bound as compared to Profile 2. This is in
agreement with what we expected from the density pro-
files (Fig. 2) in Section III and the BBDM flux plots
(Figs. 3a and 4a) in Section IV.
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(a) Exclusion Bound for TXS 0506+056

(b) Exclusion Bound for BL Lacertae

FIG. 5: The exclusion bound is plotted for the blazars
TXS 0506+056 (5a) and BL Lacertae (5b), corresponding
to BMP1. The cases considered are heavy vector mediator
(plotted in solid lines), heavy scalar mediator (plotted in
dashed lines) and constant cross section case (plotted in

dotted lines). The various DM density profiles considered
are Profile 1 (in red) and Profile 2 (in blue). The direct

detection bounds from Xenon10, Xenon100,
SENSEI [56–58] and DarkSide-50 [59] are also plotted.
The BBN limits are shown by dotted-dashed curve. The
bound arising due to DM attenuation is also given for

heavy mediator scenario (plotted in grey). The area
bounded by the attenuation bound and the exclusion bound

is ruled out by our analysis. Exclusion limit from
Superconducting Nanowires is provided in cyan color.

Constraint due to solar reflection of DM [20, 60] is shown
in amber color. The exclusion bound given by Cosmic Ray
electron (CRe) boosted DM [61] is plotted in black (See text

for more details).

Amongst the three recoil bins in Super-K, the
strongest bound is set by Bin 3 ( Bin 2 ) for heavy
mediator (constant cross section) cases. This result
can be explained from the BBDM flux plots for TXS
(Fig. 3a), by observing that the BBDM flux for heavy

(a) Exclusion Bound for TXS 0506+056

(b) Exclusion Bound for BL Lacertae

FIG. 6: The exclusion bound is plotted for the blazars
TXS 0506+056 (6a) and BL Lacertae (6b), corresponding
to BMP2. The cases considered are heavy vector mediator
(plotted in solid lines), heavy scalar mediator (plotted in
dashed lines) and constant cross section case (plotted in

dotted lines). The various DM density profiles considered
are Profile 1 (in red) and Profile 2 (in blue). The direct

detection bounds from Xenon10, Xenon100,
SENSEI [56–58] and DarkSide-50 [59] are also plotted.

The bound arising due to DM attenuation is also given for
heavy mediator scenario (plotted in grey). The area

bounded by the attenuation bound and the exclusion bound
is ruled out by our analysis. The BBN limits are shown by
dotted-dashed curve. Exclusion limit from Superconducting

Nanowires is provided in cyan color. Constraint due to
solar reflection of DM [20, 60] is shown in amber color.

The exclusion bound given by Cosmic Ray electron (CRe)
boosted DM [61] is plotted in black (See text for more

details).

mediator is largest for Tχ ∼ (20 GeV, 103 GeV), which
is nearly the DM energy range relevant to produce re-
coil in the third bin of Super-K. Similarly, for con-
stant cross section case, the BBDM flux is largest for
Tχ ∼ (1 GeV, 20 GeV), which is roughly the DM en-
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FIG. 7: The exclusion bound is plotted for the blazar TXS
0506+056 for various mediator masses, corresponding to

the vector mediator scenario. The mediator masses chosen
are 10 GeV, 1 MeV, 10−2 MeV and 10−4 MeV, all plotted
in different linestyles. The bound for heavy (in black) and
light (in grey) mediator regime is also plotted. The profiles

chosen are DM density Profile 1, BMP1.

ergy range relevant to the second recoil energy bin of
Super-K. For BL Lacertae, even though the BBDM
flux is largest Tχ ∼ (1 GeV, 20 GeV) , which is the DM
energy range relevant for Bin 2 (Fig. 4a), the event rate
is largest for Bin 3 due to the larger size of the Bin.
We also note that the constraints from TXS 0506+056
is stronger than constraints from BL Lacertae, which
is what we expected from Fig. 1 and the discussion in
Section IV.

In the exclusion bound plots (Figs. 5 and 6), we plot
the most stringent limit on σ̄eχ coming from the three
bins. Note that the bounds arising from scalar and vec-
tor mediators are almost same. The reason for this can
be understood from Figs. 3 and 4, where we see that
the BBDM flux for DM energies relevant to recoil Bin
3 of Super-K differs by ∼ O(10) for the two operators,
which results in very little difference in the exclusion
limits. However, the limit coming from the three dif-
ferent bins can differ by ∼ 2 or 3 orders of magnitude
for certain mχ, so a combined analysis of the three bins
might change the bounds. We, however, leave out such
an analysis from this work.

Since “heavy” and “light” mediator regimes are the
convenient extremes of the actual DM model, the true
exclusion bound would lie somewhere in between the
bound set by these two regimes. Thus we compare the
exclusion bound corresponding to various masses of the
vector mediator for Profile 1 and BMP1 in Fig. 7. A
similar comparison and scaling exists for Profile 2 and
BMP2. Clearly, a mediator of mass 10 GeV corresponds
to the heavy regime, and a mediator of mass 10−4 MeV
reproduces the exclusion limit set by the light mediator
regime.

It should be noted that for mχ ≥ me the scattering
cross-section and consequently the annihilation rate to

e−e+ increases as we move to heavier DM particles in

Fig. 6 (for mχ ≤ me, σ
e−e+

ann = 0). The DM annihilation
rate to e−e+ for scalar mediator is given by

σφ =
1

16π

(gegχ)2

(q2 −m2
φ)2

√
s− 4m2

e

s− 4m2
χ

(s− 4m2
e)(s− 4m2

χ)

s
(31)

while for the vector mediator case, the annihilation rate
is

σA′ =
1

12π

(gegχ)2

(q2 −m2
A′)

2

√
s− 4m2

e

s− 4m2
χ

[s+

2(m2
χ +m2

e) +
4m2

χm
2
e

s
] (32)

where s is centre of momentum frame energy and vχ ≈
10−3 is DM velocity near centre of blazar. As a result,
for large enough cross sections, DM annihilation rate
can exceed 3 × 10−26cm3s−1, contradicting the rate as-
sumed for BMP2. We refer to these cross sections as the
annihilation ceiling and they are shown by gray curves
in Fig. 6. For vector interaction, the annihilation ceil-
ing established for a 100 GeV mediator is lower than the
bound set by our work, thereby rendering the exclusion
limits irrelevant. Hence, our exclusion limits for vec-
tor mediator are shown only for mχ < me. However, a
significant parameter space remains constrained by our
exclusion bounds for scalar interaction. There is no an-
nihilation ceiling for BMP1 because it is presumed that
annihilation is prohibited in BMP1 (for instance, in the
case of asymmetric DM [62]).

Apart from blazars jets, Cosmic Ray electrons (CRe)
provide yet another environment to produce boosted
DM particles. Exclusion bound from CRe boosted DM,
using Super-K data, is plotted alongwith our bounds in
Figs. 5 and 6. Furthermore, Refs. [63, 64] propose a DM
detection device with extremely low recoil trigger made
using Superconducting Nanowires. The best bounds
from such a prototype device is also shown. Currently
our results are much stronger, but proposed devices with
materials like NbN and Al might give better exclusions
in the near future. Constraints from other direct detec-
tion experiments, such as Xenon10, Xenon100, SEN-
SEI [56–58] and DarkSide-50 [59] are also shown. Ex-
clusion limits from solar reflection of DM [20, 60] are
important in the heavy mediator case, and are provided
as well. Further, we translate our strongest bounds
corresponding to blazar TXS 0506+056 onto the mass-
coupling plane for mA′(φ) = 10mχ, as shown in Fig. 8,
alongwith other laboratory bounds from literature. Ad-
ditionally, our benchmark allows for the constraint of
ge through the analysis of missing energy/momentum
signals observed in the dark photon search conducted
by the NA64 collaboration[65] and the BABAR analy-
sis [66]. It should be noted that when depicting these
constraints for scalar mediators, we have taken a conser-
vative approach, resulting in the elimination of a slightly
larger portion of the parameter space than is strictly
necessary.
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(a) Constraints on couplings with Vector mediator.

(b) Constraints on couplings with Scalar mediator.

FIG. 8: The exclusion limit on gegχ is plotted above for a)
vector and b) scalar mediator for the blazar TXS

0506+056. The mediators are chosen to be 10 times more
massive than the DM particles. Our bounds are plotted in

red (Profile 1) and blue (Profile 2) curves, corresponding to
BMP1 (solid lines) and BMP2 (dash-dotted lines). We also

show bounds from BaBar [66], NA64 [65], Solar
Reflection [20, 60], direct detection constraints [56–59],

MET searches and (g − 2)e constraints [67].

The cosmological constraints from Big Bang Nucle-
osynthesis (BBN) rule out thermal DM ofmχ . 10 MeV
stringently [67, 68]. However, these bounds can be re-
laxed in DM models down to 1 MeV with couplings
by switching on couplings to neutrinos besides elec-
trons [69]. Thus, BBN bounds are of significance when
considering dark matter with a mass below 1 MeV
(mχ < 1MeV). However, it is crucial to have a com-
prehensive understanding of the dark matter model in
order to accurately evaluate these bounds. The CMB
observations similarly constrain DM annihilating to an
e−e+ pair severely [70]. An elaborate dark sector associ-
ated in these models can relax these constraints, so that
DM mostly annihilate to other dark sector particles [71].

VII. SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

Blazars, in addition to being a key source of high en-
ergy electrons, are projected to have a DM density spike
in their core due to DM accretion onto their SMBH.
Despite large uncertainties from astrophysics and the
unknown annihilation properties of dark matter in the
density of the succeeding DM spike, strong bounds on
the elastic scattering cross section for DM-electron scat-
tering have been obtained in Ref. [28]. Here, we demon-
strate how these limits change when the resulting energy
dependence of the S-matrix for the associated vertex
Lorentz structure is taken into consideration. We re-
main agnostic of the relic abundance mechanism since
DM models might include an extended dark sector that
has a significant impact on how much DM is there in
the Universe right now. To that end, we derived limits
using Super-K data. We found that the constraints on
such energy-dependent scattering cross sections, which
mostly depend on mediator mass, are at least several or-
ders of magnitude tighter than the current limits from
Blazars in the literature for the constant cross section
assumption. Though the constant cross-section is a
meaningful way to explain a concept, in reality it corre-
sponds to a small parameter space of a DM model. Our
bounds are, however, weakened if the mediator mass is
sufficiently small. This is because the BBDM flux is or-
ders of magnitude less than the constant cross-section in
the relevant energy bin (see fig. 3b,4b). We also studied
the less cuspy profile of the DM spike and realised that
the constraints on σ̄eχ from BBDM are still significant
compared to Cosmic ray boosted DM.

Another subtlety is that, in addition to relativistic
electrons, blazars also contain energetic protons, which
may contribute to the BBDM flux. However, the contri-
bution is insignificant since the coupling with the proton
is loop-suppressed if there is just a tree-level interac-
tion of DM with charged electrons. Another natural
assumption, inspired by the standard model’s SU(2)L
gauge symmetry, is that neutrino should have the same
cross section with DM as charged leptons [72], allowing
us to compare the current σeχσνχ limits for Cosmic ray
boosted DM [19]. We intend to investigate this possi-
bility in next work.
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Appendix A: Scaling of exclusion limits with DM density spike

In this work, the normalization N1 in Eqn. (7) has been determined by observing that the mass of the spike is
of the same order as MBH within the spike radius. This, however, is only an optimistic limit and doesn’t have to
hold. The DM density close to the BH could be practically far lesser, in which case the exclusion limits would be
weaker. One can consider the following normalization for DM density profile

∫ Rsp

4RS

4πr2ρ(r)dr = x MBH (A1)

where x ≤ 1 can be used to reduce number of DM particles in the spike. The DM density profiles and LOS integral
for the two profiles γsp = 7/3, 3/2 and the two BMPs are given in Figs. 9 and 10, for three different values of x.
The resultant exclusion limits are plotted for heavy vector mediator scenario in Fig. 11. Obviously, with decreasing
number of DM particles in the spike, the exclusion limits become weaker. Clearly, the DM density and hence LOS
integral profiles scale as ∼ x for BMP1, and hence the exclusion limits for various choices of normalisation scale as
∼ 1√

x
for both profiles. However, for BMP2, the proportionality is not that straightforward. The height (ρsat) of

the DM density plateau at small r is independent of the choice of normalisation, but depends on mχ. Depending
on the mass of DM particle under consideration, there could be a significant number of DM particles left when x
is reduced. For lighter DM particles, the DM density fall off behaviour with respect to x is different for Profile 1
and Profile 2, which is just a consequence of the parameterization of the density profile. As a result of this, for
lighter DM and BMP2, the qualitative behaviour of the exclusion bounds, as x is reduced by orders of magnitude,
is different in the two profiles.
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